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ACS Virgo Cluster Survey
(ACSVCS; see Côté et al. 2004)

✤  HST/ACS F475W (~g) and F850LP (~z) 
imaging survey

✤ 100 early-type galaxies (E, S0, dE, dE,N, or 
dS0) in the Virgo cluster. 

✤ 0.1 arcsec resolution = 8.0 pc

✤ Spans factor of over 500 in B-band 
luminosity.

✤ Complete down to MB~-19.2 mag, 44% 
complete down to its limiting magnitude of 
MB~-15.2 mag
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Central Light Deficit to Excess
(Ferrarese et al. 2006; Côté et al. 2006,2007; Glass et al. 2011)

✤ Early-type galaxies transition from central light deficits to central light 
excesses (or nuclei) along the luminosity function.
✤ Should replace “core/power-law dichotomy” paradigm

✤ Approximately 3/4 of early-type galaxies are nucleated, three times more than 
previously thought.

The Astrophysical Journal, 726:31 (16pp), 2011 January 1 Glass et al.

Figure 13. Behavior of the parameter !3D = log (Lgal/LSer ) from z-band photometry for ACSVCS and ACSFCS galaxies. This parameter represents quantitatively
whether a galaxy has a central luminosity deficit (!3D < 0) with respect to the Sérsic fit to a galaxy, a central excess (!3D > 0), or neither (!3D = 0). Panels (a)–(f)
show the relationship between !3D and absolute blue magnitude, galaxy (stellar) mass (from Peng et al. 2008), galaxy color, Sérsic index, mean ellipticity, and the
surrounding density of Virgo or Fornax cluster members. In all panels, galaxies have been color-coded according to their (g !z) color, as shown in panel c. The smooth
curve in each panel shows the locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS) fit to the data (see Cleveland & McGill 1984) highlighting the general trends, if any;
representative error bars are shown in each panel. For reference, the completeness fraction, fc, of our sample of early-type galaxies in the Virgo and Fornax Clusters as
a function of absolute magnitude is shown in the upper left panel. This figure illustrates the clear trend from light deficit to light excess as one moves down the galaxy
luminosity/mass function, although there is a spread in !3D for the faintest and lowest-mass galaxies. In particular, note the presence of the faint (MB ! !18.5 mag),
weakly/non-nucleated galaxies which represent "10% of our sample.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

inner region is simply defined as the radius inside which the
total galaxy profile departs from the global Sérsic profile. Note
that this does not necessarily require fitting a core-Sérsic profile
in particular to a given galaxy. One need only combine a good
global fit (likely a Sérsic profile) with a fit to the central region.
This is advantageous, for example, in the case of a distant galaxy
with an unresolved nucleus: the nucleus could be simply mod-
eled as a point source and a value for !3D obtained, whereas it
would not be possible to measure !3D including the nucleus for
such a galaxy. Additionally, !3D indicates whether a galaxy is
nucleated or non-nucleated in a clear, intuitive way; conversely,
it is not possible to state whether a galaxy contains a nucleus or
not simply by knowing !3D.

6. DISCUSSION

The main result of this paper is that the deprojected profiles
of the ACS Virgo and Fornax Cluster Survey galaxies do not
support the existence of a core/power-law dichotomy around
MB " !20.5 mag. Rather, we find that the inner luminosity
density profiles fan out over a continuum of slopes, as C07
found when analyzing the projected profiles of the same sample.
This result holds whether the compact nuclear components (i.e.,

nuclei, present in the vast majority of galaxies fainter than
MB " !19 mag) are included or excluded in the deprojection.

This finding is in contrast to the results of L07 who also an-
alyzed the projected and deprojected inner slopes of a sample
of galaxies for which “Nuker”-law fits to the surface bright-
ness profiles were available in the literature. As discussed in
Section 4, the actual details of the deprojection technique are
unlikely to be responsible for the difference in our findings. C07
point out that the L07 results are, in fact, biased by their sample
selection, which is described by a luminosity function (shown
in Figure 12) that is itself bimodal, as L07 themselves also note.
Given the observed trend between galaxy magnitudes and inner
profile slopes, C07 show that inner slopes drawn from a continu-
ous distribution (such as the one observed for the ACSVCS/FCS
galaxies) for galaxies following a bimodal luminosity function
(such as the one characterizing the sample of L07) will pro-
duce a bimodal slope distribution that closely resembles the
one observed by L07. The analysis presented in this paper adds
further weight to this explanation by showing that, when us-
ing a representative galaxy sample such as the ACSVCS/FCS
(see Figure 12), both the two-dimensional surface brightness
profiles and the three-dimensional deprojected profiles define a
nearly continuous sequence as a function of galaxy magnitude.
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Models

✤ Light Deficits

✤ Core scouring from supermassive black hole 
(SBH) binaries (e.g., Faber et al. 1997)

✤ Light Excesses/Nuclei

1. Gas infall (e.g., Mihos & Hernquist 1994; Emsellem & 
van de Ven 2008; Hopkins et al. 2009)

2. Globular cluster mergers through dynamical 
friction (e.g., Tremaine  et al. 1975; Bekki et al. 2004; 
Hartmann et al. 2011)

3. r-7/4 density cusps from two-body relaxation 
around a central SBH (e.g., Bahcall & Wolf 1976)

M60
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Until now, there has been almost no observational 

constraints on the stellar populations and therefore 

formation of nuclei in early-type galaxies.



Observational Constraints:
Spectroscopy
✤ High spatial resolution spectroscopy of nuclei to obtain 

detailed analysis of stellar populations, star formation 
history, and chemical enrichment of nuclei.

✤ Impossible from the ground

✤ Awarded 33 orbits in Cycle 18 to obtain STIS/G430L 
spectroscopy of 11 nuclei in Virgo  (Co-Is: Côté, Ferrarese, 
Jordán, Maraston, McDermid, McLaughlin, Sarzi)

✤ Sample includes 2 compact elliptical (cE) galaxies

✤ Currently being executed

and therefore younger, to provide the same continuum slope.
However, even a change of 0.6 mag in the assumed AV changes
the best-fit age only by 0:2 0:5 dex. This is much smaller than
the spread in ages among the different NCs. Similarly, Figure 3
shows h log !iL as a function of metallicity, with AV and the age
mix at each metallicity chosen to minimize "2. For young popu-
lations with h log !iLP 8:5, the inferred age is almost indepen-
dent of Z. For older populations the age decreases when the
metallicity increases. This is because higher metallicity popula-
tions tend to be redder, so that a younger age (i.e., bluer contin-
uum) is needed to provide the same continuum slope. However,
even a change of 1.1 dex in log Z only changes the inferred age

by !0.3 dex. This is also much smaller than the spread in ages
among the different NCs. So the overall age distribution of the
NC population is insensitive to possible systematic uncertainties
in the inferred extinctions andmetallicities. Note also in this con-
text that Figures 2 and 3 conservatively assume that we have no
knowledge of the actual Z and AV . In reality, the values of these
quantities are actually well constrained by our data.
Our template library is based on models with solar abundance

ratios. Of course, the NCs under study may not have exactly these
same abundance ratios. This might introduce small systematic
biases in our results. However, the influence on the inferred ages
is probably small. Figure 3 shows that, for the purposes of the

Fig. 1.—HST STIS spectra of the NCs (black), overlaid with the best spectral population fits (red ) obtained as described in the text. Characteristic properties of the
fits are listed in Table 4. The spectra are sorted ( from left to right and from top to bottom) in order of increasing luminosity-weighted age h log !iL, with galaxy names
indicated in the individual subpanels.

ROSSA ET AL.1080 Vol. 132

Rossa et al. (2006)



Observational Constraints:
SEDs with Virgo Redux

✤ “Virgo Redux” proposal submitted to STScI in 2006 after call 
for backup proposals in case of ACS failure.

✤ Requested 200 orbits to image all ACSVCS galaxies in the 
IR with NICMOS and the UV with WFPC2.

✤ ACS did (unfortunately) fail, but it meant that we (fortunately) 
got the data.

✤ We therefore have imaging of ~100 early-type galaxies in 
Virgo:

1. WFPC2/F300W

2. ACS/F475W (~g-band)

3. ACS/F850LP (~z-band)

4. NICMOS/F160W (~H-band) + CFHT/H-band + 
2MASS/H-band

✤ Goal: Leverage expanded filter baseline to break age-
metallicity degeneracy and learn about the stellar populations 
of the nuclei.

Fig. 1 – (Panel a): A magnifi ed ACS g-band image of VCC2048 (MB = !17.4). Like many ACSVCS
galaxies, this dwarf was thought to be non-nucleated from ground-based imaging. (Panels b–d): The same
image, after binning 4"4 pixels and convolving with Gaussians of FWHM = 0.!!5, 0.!!9 and 1.!!4, respectively
[8]. Fig. 2 – (Upper Panels) F475W surface brightness profi les for three representative galaxies from the
ACSVCS. M60 is a “core-S´ersic”galaxy which is known to contain a SBH. The two fainter galaxies contain
central nuclei that are evident as upturns in the brightness profi les for r #< 1!!. The continuous curves in
these panels show the sum of the components which best fi t the central nucleus (King model) and galaxy
(S´ersic model). (Lower Panel) Central massive object (CMO) mass plotted against that of the host galaxy.
The SBHs and compact stellar nuclei are found to fall along a single, unbroken linear relation [12].

Fig. 3 – (Panel a) The central 1"1!! of the dE,N galaxy NGC4309A (MB = !15.87) showing the compact
stellar nucleus (MB = !9.92, re = 0.033!!$ 2.6 pc). Panels (b-c) Best-fi t models for the nucleus and
underlying galaxy, found using our 2D image decomposition package that includes the effects of PSF con-
volution. (Panels d-f) Residuals from the two component models shown in panels (b) and (c). Fig. 4 – (Left
panel) (g-z)–(z-H) color-color diagram for single-burst stellar populations in the range 1 % T % 15 Gyr and
!2.25 % [Fe/H] % +0.56 dex, based on the models of [6]. A typical errorbar for our proposed observations
is shown. (Right panel) (g-z)–(F255W-g) diagram, computed using the same models, showing the ability of
the F255W fi lter to identify young (0.5 Gyr) stars (mass fraction = fb) that may “frost” the central regions
of an old (13 Gyr) galaxy [3,15,19,20]. Two stellar populations with very different star formation histories
are shown; although they have identical gzH colors, their (F255W-g) colors differ by 0.42 mag ($ 8!).
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Surface Brightness Profiles
e.g., VCC 1871
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Figure 52: Surface brightness profile (large top left panel), curve of growth
(large bottom left panel), ellipticity (top center panel), position angle (top
right panel), center coordinates (second-from-top center and right panels),
and four parameters measuring deviations of the isophotes from pure ellipses
(four panels in bottom right) for VCC 1871. Black points are from NIC-
MOS F160W images, red are from CFHT H-band images, and blue are from
2MASS H-band images. Residuals between NICMOS and CFHT profiles
(black) and CFHT and 2MASS profiles (blue) are indicated below the sur-
face brightness profile and curve of growth, with plain and circled Xs to mark
the regions over which the points were fit in order to get the CFHT sky sub-
traction (from the CFHT-2MASS residual) and F160W to 2MASS H-band
residual, respectively.
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Next step: fit modified Sérsic models
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Next step: fit modified Sérsic models
Meanwhile: Central aperture photometry
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Summary

✤ Nuclei are ubiquitous in early-type galaxies fainter than 
MB ~ -20 mag.

✤ They form part of a larger sequence of central light 
deficit to excess along the luminosity function.

✤ There are two new programs underway to investigate 
the formation mechanism and stellar populations of 
nuclei:

1. An HST/STIS program to obtain spectra of a 
subsample of nuclei in Virgo for detailed stellar 
population study.

2. Virgo Redux, comprising HST imaging from the IR 
to the UV of the ACS Virgo Cluster Survey galaxies. 

✤ SEDs to break age-metallicity degeneracy.
✤ Promising preliminary results.


